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TRDH12BK shown above, cable management from the desk cable tray to the under side of the desk.

TRAX SERIES
Umbilicals
CMS Trax Umbilical is specifically designed for cable
protection when bringing power and data cables in a
height adjustable table application. Trax features either
single or dual compartment for cable distribution allowing
power and data cabling to be run separate or simultane
ously when using conduit.

Features & Benefits
»

DESIGNED FOR HEIGHT ADJUSTABLE WORKSTATIONS
Trax is fitted with specific brackets to connect to the
underside of the desk and back to the fixed cable tray
below. This provides an easy and neat transition from
the cable tray to the workspace. A magnet set can
be optioned to fit the cable-tray bracket to provide an
adjustable solution in place of fixing screws.
Standard colours Black and White are available ex-stock
with a full range of alternative colours subject to specifica
tion and minimum order quantities.
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TRDH12BK shown above, direct connection to desk cable tray using TRMKBK mounting kit.

Configuration Examples

TRSH12**

TRDH12**

Finishes Available
Black (BK **)

White (WT **)

Standard Configurations
TRSH12**

Trax single compartment - 1200mm long - Cable tray to workstation for height adjustable tables, c/w cable tray base
fixing and under-desk bracket (TRMK**).

TRDH12**

Trax dual compartment - 1200mm long - Cable tray to workstation for height adjustable tables, c/w cable tray base
fixing and under-desk bracket (TRMK**).

Notes:
- **Denotes umbilical or bracket colours, BK (Black) or WT (White).
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Standard Components
TRS60**

Trax single compartment 600mm length only

TRD60**

Trax dual compartment 600mm length only

TRMK**

Trax series mounting kit - under-desk bracket and cable tray base fixing

TRB**

Trax cable tray mounting bracket only

TRD**

Trax under-desk mounting bracket only

TRMGK

Trax series magnet set for mounting base fixing. Note: fix to steel surfaces only.

TRS60**

TRD60**

TRD**

TRMGK

TRMK**

Disclaimer: CMS Electracom Ltd has made every attempt to ensure the accuracy and reliability of the
information provided in this document are correct. All information contained in this document is to be used
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